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Jonas and Kovner's Health Care Delivery in the United States, Tenth Edition Springer
Excellent books can be found on ending world poverty.
Ebook: Essentials of Economics World Bank Publications
EBOOK: LABOR ECONOMICS
Working Hard, Working Poor Springer
George Borjas’ well-received text blends coverage of traditional topics with modern theory and
developments into a superb Labor Economics book. The Fourth Edition builds on the features and
concepts that made the ﬁrst three editions successful, updating and adding new content to keep
the text on the cusp of recent events in the Labor Economics ﬁeld. In addition, 4/e oﬀers greater
instructor support with a signiﬁcant number of new end-of-chapter problems and a new test bank.
Labor Economics continues to be the most concise book available on the subject, but despite its
brevity, instructors will ﬁnd that all key topics are covered. Borjas’ integration of theory with facts

and coverage of latest research make his book one of the most popular at the middle and upper
end of the market. The text stresses the ideas that labor economists use to understand how the
labor market works.
The Labor Market for Health Workers in Africa LexisNexis
This handbook provides a survey of the American welfare state. It oﬀers an historical overview of
U.S. social policy from the colonial era to the present, a discussion of available theoretical
perspectives on it, an analysis of social programmes, and on overview of the U.S. welfare state's
consequences for poverty, inequality, and citizenship.
Attracting and Keeping the Best Teachers SAGE Publications
The book studies transformations of European universities in the context of globalization and
Europeanization, the questioning of the foundations of the «Golden Age» of the Keynesian welfare
state, public sector reforms, demographic changes, the massiﬁcation and diversiﬁcation of higher
education, and the emergence of knowledge economies. Such phenomena as academic
entrepreneurialism and diversiﬁed channels of knowledge exchange in European universities are

linked to transformations of the state and changes in public sector services. The ﬁrst, contextual
part of the book studies the changing state/university relationships, and the second, empiricallyinformed part draws from several recent large-scale comparative European research projects.
Modern Labor Economics Now Publishers Inc
This is a fascinating book. Higher Education Review The Baby Boom generation did much to drive
the transformation of American higher education that occurred in the 1960s. That extraordinary
impact has invited many to think about how succeeding generations have challenged and will
continue to challenge the assumptions and practices of educational institutions. This volume
explores the signiﬁcance of this generational perspective through observations from a variety of
practitioners and observers of higher education. With stances ranging from unbridled enthusiasm
to measured skepticism about the signiﬁcance of generational change, these authors are sure to
provide new insights to any thoughtful reader. Michael S. McPherson, President, The Spencer
Foundation, US Our industry is extremely people intensive, so that understanding generational
diﬀerences may be more important for us than for other industries. This book carefully portrays
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these generational diﬀerences and explores their implications for higher education. Catharine Bond
Hill, President, Vassar College, US Generational Shockwaves is a must read for all of us in higher
education who spend so much of our time working to enhance the educational and social success
of our students as well as the scholarly and teaching success of our faculty. After reviewing this
volume, no one can continue to support what too many in higher education still practice a one size
ﬁts all approach to the challenges we confront. Herman A. Berliner, Provost and Senior Vice
President for Academic Aﬀairs, Hofstra University, US This volume oﬀers a sort of cultural
seismography of higher education in the early 21st century. This is the most comprehensive and
thoughtful treatment I have seen of an inexorable and tectonic trend that will challenge the status
quo in profound and unprecedented ways. David W. Leslie, Chancellor Professor of Education
Emeritus, The College of William & Mary, US This volume, part of the TIAA-CREF Institute Series on
Higher Education, is based on a national conference convened by the Institute in November 2007.
The generational issues that were the focus of the conference raise both risks and opportunities
with the potential to profoundly aﬀect our cultural environment, both inside and outside academe.
Baby Boomers, in their roles as students, parents, professors and administrators, transformed the
American higher education system. As Boomers near retirement, Generation X and the Millennials
are building on those contributions and making their own impacts. This volume sheds light on a
current front-burner issue in higher education: managing the melding of generations, each with its
unique needs and approaches to teaching and learning. The result of discussions among
presidents, provosts, and other senior-level leaders from the higher education community, as well
as the scholarship of leading academics, this lucid and engaging volume addresses
intergenerational shifts and their wide-ranging implications for higher education including relevant
risks and opportunities for consideration by campus leaders. The type of institution represented in
these discussions ranges from small teaching-focused institutions to community colleges and large
comprehensive research institutions. The authors oﬀer senior leadership a deeper understanding
of these generational challenges and opportunities and provide them with new and actionable
information to enhance decision-making and inform strategic planning. They oﬀer scholars new
research questions to examine and provide insights to enhance eﬀective reporting on higher
education issues. Higher education presidents, chancellors, provosts, CFOs, faculty, researchers
and policymakers will ﬁnd this volume to be of signiﬁcant value.
Contemporary Labor Economics Oxford University Press on Demand
Rosen and Gayer's Public Finance provides the economic tools necessary to analyze government
expenditure and tax policies and, along the way, takes students to the frontiers of current research
and policy. While the information presented is cutting edge and reﬂects the work of economists
currently active in the ﬁeld, the approach makes the text accessible to undergraduates whose only
prior exposure to economics is at the introductory level. The authors' years of policy experience
have convinced them that modern public ﬁnance provides a practical and invaluable framework for
thinking about policy issues. The goal is simple: to emphasize the links between sound economics
and the analysis of real-world policy problems. Enhancements and key features for this new Global
Edition include:New Policy Perspectives introduce relevant and engaging examples of international
policy so students can extend their understanding of theory to policymaking across the globe. New
Empirical Evidence applications provide students with real-world examples that are relevant to
them, from case studies about Sweden and China to global examples that compare experiences
between countries. Updated end-of-chapter questions broaden critical thinking, encouraging
students to apply their knowledge to international and comparative examples. The results of
econometric models are used to help students understand how expenditure and tax policies aﬀect
individual behavior and how governments set policies. Integrated theory and analysis: Institutional,
theoretical, and empirical material is interwoven to provide students with a clear and coherent
view of how government spending and taxation relate to economic theory. Current research is
presented alongside discussion of methodological and substantive controversies. The approach is
modern, theoretical, and empirical, and shared by most active economists. Institutional and legal
settings are described in detail, and the links between economic analysis and current political
issues are emphasized. This Global Edition has been adapted to meet the needs of courses outside
of the United States and does not align with the instructor and student resources available with the
US edition.
Labor Economics Gardner Press
The work investigates the impact of religiosity of women and men on their completed fertility in an
international comparison considering a long time period. Sandra Hubert aims at uncovering all
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mechanisms through which religiosity and religious institutions can aﬀect fertility. Hence, both the
micro- and the macro-level of each country are explicitly integrated, and theoretically as well as
empirically dealt with. The selection of diﬀering countries rests upon the expectation that
religiosity inﬂuences fertility decisions independently of the institutional context, social norms,
state church-relations, and the national degree of religious vitality. These factors are intensively
compared with each other at the country level. At the micro-level the impact of religiosity on
fertility is tested by means of regressions and based on the Generations and Gender Survey.
Results depend on gender, country, the diverse religious aﬃliations, and more.
The Oxford Handbook of the Economics of Poverty McGraw Hill
View or download the free 2015 Online Supplement for this product. Changes in the area of
employment discrimination law, since publication of earlier editions of this book, have reﬁned
many of the substantive doctrines and continued to clarify procedural issues. A number of relevant
decisions have explored the scope of protection provided by the ADA, while others have focused
on the extent to which Title VII proscribes sexually harassing behavior. The new Seventh Edition of
Employment Discrimination Law: Cases and Materials includes updated note material to include
analyses and recent studies of labor market discrimination as well as cover recent judicial
developments and the following main decisions issued since the Sixth Edition was published in
2006: Ricci v. DeStefano (Sup. Ct. 2009) concerning the right of an employer to postpone
promotions based upon test results having a disparate impact and Lewis v. City of Chicago (Sup.
Ct. 2010) dealing with the timeliness of challenges to the use of previously administered test
scores which have a disparate impact on protected groups. Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. (Sup. Ct. 2007) pertaining to the timeliness of challenges to gender-based pay diﬀerentials and
the 2009 Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act reversing the impact of the prior Supreme Court decision. In
re Union Paciﬁc RR Employment Practices Litigation (8th Cir. 2007) regarding the duty of
employers to cover the cost of prescription contraceptives under the Pregnancy Discrimination Act
amendments. Crawford v. Metropolitan Government of Nashville (Sup. Ct. 2009) and Thompson v.
North American Stainless (Sup. Ct. 2011) both dealing with the scope of the Title VII anti-etaliation
proscription. This book also is available in a three-hole punched, alternative loose-leaf version
printed on 8.5 x 11 inch paper with wider margins and with the same pagination as the hardbound
book.
Contemporary Labor Economics Univ of California Press
eBook: Economics 20th Edition
EBOOK: Macroeconomics Edward Elgar Publishing
"One beneﬁt of authoring a text that has met the test of the market is the opportunity to revise.
Revision provides for improvement-to delete the archaic and install the novel, to rectify errors of
omission or commission, to rewrite misleading or obscure statements, to introduce more relevant
illustrations, to bring more recent data to bear, to upgrade organizational structure, and to
enhance pedagogical aids-in short, to build on an accepted framework of ideas. We feel that those
who examine this new twelfth edition of Contemporary Labor Economics will agree that we have
fully exploited this opportunity"-Generational Shockwaves and the Implications for Higher Education McGraw-Hill College
The sixth edition of "Contemporary Labor Economics "focuses on the "new" labor economics and
provides updated material on a range of public policy issues. Chapter summaries and listings of
key terms increase the book's accessibility. Campbell R. McConnell is a University of Nebraska
professor emeritus. Stanley L. Brue teaches at Paciﬁc Lutheran University. David A. Macpherson
teaches at Florida State University.
Contemporary Labor Economics McGraw-Hill/Irwin
Gender equality is a core development objective in its own right and also smart development
policy and business practice. No society can develop sustainably without giving men and women
equal power to shape their own lives and contribute to their families, communities, and countries.
And yet, critical gender gaps continue to exist in all countries and across multiple dimensions. The
gender module of the World Bank’s ADePT software platform produces a comprehensive set of
tables and graphs using household surveys to help diagnose and analyze the prevailing gender
inequalities at the country level and over time. This book provides a step-by-step guide to the use
of the ADePT software and an introduction to its basic economic concepts and econometric
methods. The module is organized around the framework proposed by the World Development
Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development. It covers gender diﬀerences in outcomes in three
primary dimensions of gender equality: human capital (or endowments), economic opportunities,
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and voice and agency. Particular focus is given to the analysis and decomposition techniques that
allow for further exploring of gender gaps in economic opportunities.
Geographic Adjustment in Medicare Payment World Bank Publications
This text emphasises the economics of labour markets in the US and their relationship to overall
economic performance. It will be of value on any course that requires speciﬁc material on the
diverse subject of labour economics in North America.
Migration and Emigration in Canada until 2003 Springer Nature
This single-source reference will help students and general readers alike understand the most
critical issues facing American society today. • Four volumes divided by subject area • 225 entries
written by experienced researchers and professionals who are experts in their ﬁelds • Charts and
graphs • Comprehensive bibliographies at the end of each topic volume • Sidebars containing
interesting and useful tangents to the main discussion • Further reading section at end of each
entry, including Internet links
Measuring Gender Equality Peter Lang
This volume explores the various issues that have an impact on the academic career of
professionals in European higher education. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) are currently
subject to profound uncertainties and are more challenged than ever on quality issues, both with
regard to their conceptual nature and in the extension and amendment of their mission. Divided
into three parts, the ﬁrst part of the book deals with the challenges and issues in higher education
academic careers. It addresses such topics as the inﬂuence of European policies and changes, the
cultural diﬀerences in the preferences of academics for teaching or research, the increasing
inequality in working conditions for academics, and the changing nature of academic strategy in
the transformational world of higher education with its implications for academic structures, work
and careers. The second part of the book analyses the ﬁndings of a national study on satisfaction
of academics in Portuguese higher education, carried out at the Centre for Research on Higher
Education Policies (CIPES). The third part oﬀers a comparative analysis of a number of national
European case studies, focusing on the changing relevance of and increasing expectations around
academic careers. The concluding chapter discusses whether the academic profession is merely an
artiﬁcial term that has to do with a heterogeneous range of occupations, or if there are important
common elements of the academic profession across European Higher Education systems.
Challenges and Options: The Academic Profession in Europe Addison-Wesley
Medicare is the largest health insurer in the United States, providing coverage for 39 million people
aged 65 and older and 8 million people with disabilities, and reaching more than an estimated
$500 billion in payments in 2010. Although Medicare is a national program, it adjusts fee-forservice payments according to the geographic location of a practice. While there is widespread
agreement about the importance of providing accurate payments to providers, there is
disagreement about how best to adjust payment based on geographic location. At the request of
Congress and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Institute of Medicine (IOM)
examined ways to improve the accuracy of data sources and methods used for making the
geographic adjustments to payments. The IOM recommends an integrated approach that includes
moving to a single source of wage and beneﬁts data; changing to one set of payment areas; and
expanding the range of occupations included in the index calculations. The ﬁrst of two reports,
Geographic Adjustment in Medicare Payment: Phase I: Improving Accuracy, assesses existing
practices in regards to accuracy, criteria consistency, evidence for adjustment, sound rationale,
transparency, and separate policy adjustments to reform the current payment system. Adopting
the recommendations outlined in this report will mean a change in the way that the indexes are
calculated, and will require a combination of legislative, rule-making, and administrative actions,
as well as a period of public comment. Geographic Adjustment in Medicare Payment will inform the
work of government agencies such as HHS, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,
congressional members and staﬀ, the health care industry, national professional organizations and
state medical and nursing societies, and Medicare advocacy groups.
Contemporary Labor Economics McGraw-Hill Education
This Handbook examines poverty measurement, anti-poverty policy and programs, and poverty
theory from the perspective of economics. It is written in a highly accessible style that encourages
critical thinking about poverty. What's known about the sources of poverty and its alleviation are
summarized and conventional thinking about poverty is challenged.
Modern Labor Economics Routledge
"Usable Social Science represents a remarkable collaboration between Neil J. Smelser, one of
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America’s most distinguished sociologists, and John Reed, a highly successful member of corporate
America. Together, they accomplish an even more remarkable feat of making accumulated social
science knowledge accessible to non-academics while, at the same time, making an academic
contribution to the social sciences by reviewing the history, accumulated ﬁndings, and conceptual
approaches in key areas of specialization in sociology and elsewhere in the social
sciences."—Jonathan H. Turner, University Professor & Distinguished Professor of Sociology,
University of California, Riverside. “This book is an ambitious project to provide the public with a
review of the available and practicable knowledge for decision-making people (and who is not that

today?) that the social sciences have produced over the last 250 years or so. Typically, such eﬀorts
are bound to fail. But this project is a full success, keeping its promise to present knowledge in an
understandable and exciting way. The language is charming and the elegant prose is the product
of a ﬂuent, transparent style. In short: a must read!”—Hans-Peter Mueller, Professor of sociology,
Humboldt-University of Berlin.
eBook: Economics 20th Edition W.E. Upjohn Institute
This research discusses the relationship between the migration of skilled professional and
managerial workers from Canada to the United States, the so-called “brain drain”, and seeks to
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determine if and how the Canada–U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) may have aﬀected bilateral ﬂows of permanent and non-permanent
immigrants between the two countries. Classical economic theory suggests that trade and factor
movements are substitutes, so that freer trade between Canada and the United States could be
expected to reduce incentives for bilateral migration. On the other hand, the labor demands of
multinational corporations in the emerging global marketplace require a greater degree of worker
mobility than has heretofore existed. The research reviews available historic and longitudinal
evidence related to political, social and economic eﬀects of the FTA and the NAFTA.

